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NOTICE TYPE: Court Order

Court Order Complaint to Google

Re: Unknown

Explanation of Court Order

MANDATORY COURT ORDER ATTACHED [Court File CV-17-587516], this even further requires Google to remove 
the URLs in THIS form from Google search results: 

Exhibit 1 paragraphs 1-5, and Schedule "A". Paragraph 5 of Exhibit 1 provides for the removal of any 
and all additional web pages that reference, and or hyperlink to, the Defamatory Content and/or the 
Defamatory Postings. This URL reproduces and republishes the URL and the illegal content in the 
Orders, and are an attempt by the defendant to get around Google's removals and the Order. The 
attached court order of Justice Archibald was issued in this action and makes a finding that content 
that is similar to the content of this URL is false, defamatory, salacious and malicious (para. 2). 
The order requires the removal of any content that is similar to it from search engine results (para. 
3). 

I have PREVIOUSLY submitted a de-indexing request to Google. To date, that request has NOT been fully 
implemented. I write to request AGAIN the de-indexing of search engine results. 

Google is now showing ads for Businesses on the first page of search results. Google is now 
associating my former employer with slanderous, libelous and defamatory content! 

Google LLC has submitted notices to Lumen for MANY of these URLs. Therefore, Google is MANDATED to 
remove the URLs submitted in the section: URL(s) of the webpage(s) that show the content - ARE 
REQUIRED TO BE from Google search engine results. 

These Lumen Database URLs below PROVE that Google LLC has already deemed the URLs in section of this 

RECIPIENT
Google LLC
[Private]
Mountain View, CA, 94043, US

SUBMITTER
Google LLC

SENDER
Tracy Clancy
[Private]
US

Sent on February 20, 2022
COUNTRY: US
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form: URL(s) of the webpage(s) that show the content - to be in violation of Google's content policy. 
THEREFORE, it is REQUIRED that the URLs submitted in section: URL(s) of the webpage(s) that show the 
content - of this form be permanently REMOVED from Google search results. 

See this URL as REFERENCE: 
https://support.google.com/legal/contact/lr_courtorder?product=websearch 

IT SPECIFICALLY STATES IN THIS URL: 
Please note that a copy of each legal notice we receive may be sent to the Lumen project 
(http://www.lumendatabase.org) for publication and annotation. Lumen will redact the submitter's 
personal contact information (i.e. phone number, e-mail and address). ...

Court order #1

Click here to request access and see full URLs.

Supporting Documents

app.gumroad.com - 1 URL01.
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